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For a curious warthog like Boris, adventure is always just around the corner!This series is part of

Scholastic's early chapter book line called Branches, which is aimed at newly independent readers.

With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these

books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!Boris loves

pets! And he already has lots of them. All he's missing is his favorite animal, a Komodo dragon--the

biggest lizard in the world!When Boris brags to the kids in his class that he's getting one, everyone

wants to see it. Boris needs to come up with a plan...fast. Luckily, he's got his friends by his side

and a lizard up his sleeve!
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The Boris books are so much fun - for adults and kids. Each story is good to read over 3 evenings

before bed. It's nice to have a slightly longer story, that keeps attention but doesn't last so long that

new readers lose interest.

My 8 year old started off 2nd grade a bit behind in reading. And he was always very frustrated when

it was time to read, because he was reading "baby" books. All the books around his level were



boring books. He was jealous of the kids in class who could read "chapter books".Well, I got this

book for him, and he read it in a few days, and he ROCKED IT! He was SO proud of himself, and

both his teacher and I have seen an improvement in his motivation and even fluency while reading

his required texts at home and at school.Great idea for kids who need a bit more fun stuff to read,

but aren't quite ready for the big chapter books.

This book is perfect for my son who is learning how to read. The stories are engaging, the pictures

give him hints when he gets stuck, and the new words are repeated throughout. Also, the books are

teaching my son about the world. The books have been leading to some fun and new conversations

between us. This book is perfect for a new reader. We've already read the first four books. I hope

more are coming! We can hardly wait. Who says that learning how to read has to be boring? Boris

makes it fun.

Another hit! Loving these books--just wish more were out to order for the summer! Not too

tough--these books are what my son goes to when he has to read each night. Highly recommend!

What a great series. Boris is brave, imaginative and clever as can be. I adore these books and love

sharing them with the brave, imaginative and clever kids I know. More BORIS please!

Great story, nice pictures and a lot to laugh about. Andrew Joyner needs to expand this collection!!!

Dominic is an avid reader and liked this funny, easy to read book. We will order more for him.

Thanks

This is a great chapter book, easy reading for the kiddos and great for the imagination.
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